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Navigating through change

Our industry has experienced tremendous challenges over the
past year, and Stewart has been working to ensure that regardless

of market conditions, that Stewart remains a market leader.  One of the initiatives
that Stewart implemented is a reorganization of our corporate structure.  At the
end of 2008, Stewart began the reorganization of our company around our core
channels and customer segments.  I imagine you are wondering, “So what does
that mean to me?”  Well let me see if I can explain.

Traditionally, Stewart has revolved around geographical territories that report to a
specific manager.  For example:  My territory includes 34 counties in Central Texas
called the Central Texas District.  I solely work as the Agency Service Manager with
all of the independent agents in that territory.  I would report to an Associate Region
Manager that had various Agency Service Managers (working with agents), along
with many Stewart owned offices all reporting to that 1 Associate Region Manager.
That Associate Region Manager would then report to the Region Manager who
had multiple Associate Region Managers in various states reporting to him.  So
what Stewart decided was that it would be better to focus our attention along
customer lines.  So in my case, as an Agency Manager, I only report to people that
now only work with title agents, and only have their interest and satisfaction as
their goal.  So externally, you will not see any changes.  I am still your Agency
Service Manager, Angela Fling and Deanna Allen still work with the District, and
Richard Black and Bill Pratt are still available for all of your underwriting needs.
Just know that internally, whenever a decision needs to be made, know that only
people that have your best interest at heart is dealing with your issues.

I realize you might have some questions regarding this re-organization.  If so, please
feel free to call me so we can visit about it.  I am always available to visit with you!
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ShorShorShorShorShort answt answt answt answt answer:  It depends.er:  It depends.er:  It depends.er:  It depends.er:  It depends.

While it’s generally true that the foreclosure of a prior lien will effectively wipe out subsequently filed
liens, this is not always the case.  When is a mechanic’s lien truly subordinate?

Texas law provides that mechanic’s liens attach to a house, building, and improvements in preference
to any prior lien, encumbrance, or mortgage on the land on which it is located.  However, the
mechanic’s lien does not affect any lien, encumbrance, or mortgage on the land or improvement
that is in place at the time of the inception of the mechanic’s lien.

However, determination of priority of the foreclosed lien in relation to claims for mechanic’s liens is
not so simple.  In order to determine the effect of a foreclosure, that is whether the mechanic’s lien
is truly subordinate and has been wiped out by the foreclosure, it is necessary to make two
determinations:  1) the time of inception of the mechanic’s lieninception of the mechanic’s lieninception of the mechanic’s lieninception of the mechanic’s lieninception of the mechanic’s lien; and 2) whether the mechanic’s
lien is for “remoremoremoremoremovvvvvable” imable” imable” imable” imable” imprprprprprooooovvvvvementsementsementsementsements.

First, as to inception of the mechanic’s lien, the Texas Property Code § 53.124 defines the time of
inception as:  “the commencement of construction of improvements; or delivery of materials to the
land on which the improvements are to be located and on which materials are to be used.”  It is
worth noting that the priority of all mechanics’s liens relates back to the date of the commencement
of the work of the improvement as a whole, regardless of the date of a lien claimant’s contribution
of labor or material was begun.  This means that if work begins before the construction deed of trust
or mechanic’s lien contract is recorded, all lien claimants would have priority over the insured lien.
Not a good thing for title insurance purposes!

Second, in determining whether the mechanic’s lien is for “removable” improvements, Texas Courts
have held that mechanic’s and materialman’s liens on improvements are superior to a prior recorded
Deed of Trust lien when such improvements can be removed without material injury (at the time of
removal) to the land and pre-existing improvements, or to the improvements that are removed.

Some examples of “removable” improvements:  windows and doors; A/C and heating units; carpets,
appliances, light fixtures, plumbing fixtures.  Some items that are not considered “removable”
improvements:  plaster and paint, concrete roofing tiles, lumber used in the construction of the
house; window frames.

Remember, the priority of a prior Deed of Trust lien does not affect a subsequent valid mechanic’s
lien for materials furnished which are removable items.

In conclusion:  Don’t make assumptions regarding mechanic’s liens being wiped out by a foreclosure
of a prior lien.  Prior in time does not necessarily mean the foreclosed lien had priority, especially
over removables.  As always, don’t hesitate to call your underwriter for assistance!

Foreclosure of Prior Lien wipes out mechanic’s
liens… right?

By Fred Schraub
Texas Underwriting Counsel
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Stewart Title Webinars

February

AAAAAdvdvdvdvdvanced Searanced Searanced Searanced Searanced Search and Exam Tch and Exam Tch and Exam Tch and Exam Tch and Exam Techniqechniqechniqechniqechniquesuesuesuesues
Learning Objectives:  this conference will address the differences between search and examination, review
easements, access, condominiums, minerals and severances, foreclosure, mechanic’s liens, abstracts of
judgment , owely liens, and curative matters.

March

AltAltAltAltAlternativernativernativernativernative pre pre pre pre probatobatobatobatobate pre pre pre pre proceduresoceduresoceduresoceduresocedures
Learning objectives: this conference will review alternatives to the normal probate proceedings. It will review
and discuss temporary administration,  small estates, community administration, muniment of title and  889
Guardianships.

April

PPPPPoooootpourri of title issues and etpourri of title issues and etpourri of title issues and etpourri of title issues and etpourri of title issues and exxxxxceptionsceptionsceptionsceptionsceptions
Learning objectives: this conference will look a number of title issues that have been current in today’s
economic cycle, particularly foreclosures and the preforeclosure policy, bankruptcy basics, and roll back tax
issues.

May

TTTTT-1-1-1-1-19 and e9 and e9 and e9 and e9 and express insurance (oil and gas?)xpress insurance (oil and gas?)xpress insurance (oil and gas?)xpress insurance (oil and gas?)xpress insurance (oil and gas?)
Learning objective: This conference will explain the T-19 series of endorsements, when they are used, what
they cover, who should ask for one, when express insurance is available, and how the T-19 series affects oil
and gas interests in Texas.

June

TDI UTDI UTDI UTDI UTDI Updatpdatpdatpdatpdateeeee
Learning objective: this conference will bring title company personnel up to date with the recently concluded
Rate Hearing, the issues addressed in the Hearing, agenda items approved in the rules phase, agenda items
under consideration in the rate phase and results of Sunset Legislation.

*    *    *

Don’t forget Each Texas TIPS On-line course will begin at 9:30 a.m. No earlier than 9:15 a.m. please call 1-
800-549-8228. The pass code is 9996714# . Next, log in to Webex and click on the meeting.  You will be
able to see the presentation from your desktop computer and hear the speaker through your phone connection.



When it comes to your company website, it can be easy to forget
sometimes that YOU ARE NOT THE AUDIENCE. And, because of this,
we sometimes miss the boat in evaluating whether the website is
“getting the job done.” By now it’s obvious to every marketer how
important your website is to the marketing mix. What can be
missing is the objective view as to whether your website is being
all that it can...and should...be.

We believe EVERY website should undergo a comprehensive
website audit at least once a year (if not once a quarter).
Whether you hire a third party to conduct the audit (which can
reveal some enlightening results) or you do it yourself internally, focus on the following three
areas to make sure you’re conducting your website audit from the eyes of your visitor:

USABILITUSABILITUSABILITUSABILITUSABILITYYYYY: : : : : This is perhaps the biggest area of the audit in terms of the number of things you
need to assess (our Website Audit Template  http://www.gtms-inc.com/
websiteaudittemplate.htm includes 15 areas of usability to evaluate). The biggest things to
focus on here are navigation, functionality, and performance. Does the navigation clearly
and quickly guide the visitor to the areas they want to see? Does the site you’ve used
properly display in the most common browsers and with the various monitor resolutions?
How quickly does your site load, and are there technologies used that slow down
performance or distract the visitor (Flash, splash entry pages, etc.)?

CONTENTCONTENTCONTENTCONTENTCONTENT::::: Audit the content of your site for brand effectiveness and clarity, freshness
(is it outdated), and completeness (have you covered all the areas your visitor expects
to see). Specifically, does the look of your site accurately reflect your brand and does
it use your brand elements (logo, colors, etc.) correctly? Has the site added new content
within the last 14 days? Does the site include all the content that would be important
to your visitor (company info, product info, customer case studies, educational
information such as articles, etc.)?

SEARSEARSEARSEARSEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZACH ENGINE OPTIMIZACH ENGINE OPTIMIZACH ENGINE OPTIMIZACH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO): TION (SEO): TION (SEO): TION (SEO): TION (SEO): While this may seem like a no-brainer,
MarketingSherpa recently reported that most companies do not focus enough of
their marketing resources on SEO. How can this be? Given that most purchases
begin with a web search, it is VITAL your site be properly optimized for search
engines. There are many SEO items to check your site for, but the biggest SEO
areas to focus on in your audit include a review of page titles, link text, and
image use (on EVERY page). For a more comprehensive SEO evaluation,
download our SEO Checklist.

No matter how good you think your site is, after a complete audit of these
three areas, you are likely to find significant ways to improve it. After you’ve
audited your site, create an action plan for how you plan to address any
deficiencies you discovered. Depending on what you find in your audit, you
may be able to make the changes quickly. Or, you may require a complete
site overhaul. Either way, you’ll be glad you’ve removed your “internal”
glasses and taken the time to review your site like your visitor sees it.

So what are you waiting for, get started on your own website audit now!
Source: Source: Source: Source: Source: Go-To-Market Strategies, Seattle WA, p: 425-743-1837, f: 425-460-0076, inforequest@gtms-
inc.com
© 2001-2008 Go-To-Market Strategies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

How to Audit your Website like a VISITOR



Schedule D Changes
Effective January 2009

The new version of Schedule D became effective January 1,
2009.  So if you are preparing commitments with a 2009 date,
you should be using the new Schedule D.

If  you are an AIM for Windows user, the Texas Automation Team
has sent out information via e-mail as to what steps to take to change your system to
reflect the proper form.

If you are the primary contact for your company regarding AIM for Windows, and you have not
received that e-mail, you need to do two things.  First go a head and change the form in the
system, you can find a copy of the instructions that went out  in one of the attachments to the
newsletter e-mail.

Second, please send me an e-mail letting me know that you did not receive the 1st e-mail from
our Automation Team, only if you are the primary contact for changing forms in your company.
Perhaps the Automation Team has your e-mail typed incorrectly or the person they have on file is
no longer there.

Be sure you if you are using another program that you change out the Schedule D .  For you, I have
also included a Schedule D in Word format. This may make it easier for you and your system.

If you have any questions, please be sure and e-mail me, Angela Fling, at afling@stewart.com!

Phone Directory

To be or not to be, that is the question--for our phone directory that
is.  I know you are use to picking up the phone, dialing us, and hear-
ing my wonderful voice.  Well good news, you will still hear my lovely
voice, but not nearly the way you expected. Our new directory recording
includes a list of extensions, address, e-mail address’, our fax number,
and last but not least all recorded by yours truly.  What could be better
than that!

For your convenience you might jot these down in your rolodex;

List of Extentions E-mail Address’:

Angela Fling 11 angela.fling@stewart.com
Bill Pratt 13 bill.pratt@stewart.com
Deanna Allen 14 deanna.allen@stewart.com
Richard Black 15 richard.black@stewart.com
Patti Bonner 16 patti.bonner@stewart.com

We hope you like the change!


